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Emergency Support Framework:

Development

Approach to the development of the Emergency Support Framework (ESF)

• Colleagues from across CQC have worked together to develop a regulatory 
approach that delivers our purpose and is flexible enough to adapt to the 
changing needs of the health and social care landscape during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

• ESF is a digital product to be used across all sectors and developed for ease of 
use, identification of risk and effectiveness of data collation and information 
sharing.

• It allows us to conduct assessments and have conversations with providers; with 
the physical safety of staff, people who use services and inspection colleagues in 
mind.

• It has been developed with a focus on our core principles and values.
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How we will use the new Framework

ESF is a structured framework and digital tool developed from our current Assessment 
Frameworks for Health and Social Care.

It will help us to give targeted local advice, guidance and support to providers and care 
staff and help them to respond to emerging issues such as Care Act Easements to 
deliver safe care which protects people’s human rights. 

We will use ESF to:

• have open and honest conversations with providers, health and care staff, partners 
and wider stakeholders.

• keep people safe, and protect people’s human rights by highlighting unsafe or poor 
care and using existing powers to take action where necessary.

• capture and share what we do and don’t do so we are transparent about the action 
we have taken, and to inform future recovery and learning.

• share good practice, learning and innovative ideas that we come across.
• escalate issues regionally and nationally if necessary.
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Emergency Support Framework

Inspector’s Portfolio View - Example
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Emergency Support Framework:

Location view - example
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Emergency Support Framework:

Assessment in Progress - example
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Emergency Support Framework

Completed Assessment - example
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Emergency Support Framework

Provider’s view of Information
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